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Cultivars vs. Native Species 

 

WHEN CAN HOME GARDENERS FEEL GOOD  
ABOUT USING “NATIVARS”?  

 

By Chris Ferrero, Master Gardener Volunteer 
 

Not too many years ago I could wait till autumn to buy deeply discounted plants left lingering in 
the “natives” section of the local garden center, a sad, lonely group of specimens. Not anymore. 
The good news is that we are snapping up a wider variety of natives offered by garden centers, 
and asking them to stock more.  
 
Dr. Douglas W. Tallamy, who in 2007 wrote the seminal 
book, “Bringing Nature Home: How You Can Sustain 
Wildlife with Native Plants”, should be happy with this 
trend. He encourages home gardeners to develop their 
landscapes for conservation of native wildlife by using a 
balance of 70% native species with 30% of our favorite 
non-native or “exotic” plants.  
 
But nurseries and garden centers know what sells to 
home gardeners, and many straight native species do 
not meet those needs. So they more typically stock 
varieties and cultivars of natives, or ‘nativars’, that are bred to offer more ornamental value and 
better manners in beds and borders.  
 
Many pundits disparage the whole category of nativars. But as Cornell Master Gardener 
volunteers, we advocate for home gardeners who need to balance conservation goals with 
personal goals in their home gardens. And we understand that if presented with a straight-
native-species-or-nothing scenario, too many gardeners won’t even start to incorporate natives 
into their landscapes. That’s why we try to encourage the use of nativars that are most apt 
to replicate wildlife values of the straight species.  
 

Native plants are those that  
occur naturally in a particular 
region, ecosystem or habitat 

without human intervention. They 
benefit native wildlife by providing 
food, shelter, and breeding sites. 
And they adapt more naturally to 
home gardens with less artificial 

inputs of fertilizers, pesticides and 
supplemental water.  
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On one hand, there are many non-native plants that are useful and ornamental. Our lilacs, 
weigela, catmint and lavender are not only not invasive, but provide sustenance to many kinds 
of pollinators and other wildlife. At the same time, there are many native species that are not 
well-behaved in home garden beds, and can even make the New York DEC’s invasive species 
list. (Cup Plant, Silphium perfoliatum, I’m looking at you.)   
  
Cultivars of any species, including natives, are 
developed for desirable characteristics in home 
gardens, typically flower and foliage color, 
shorter and more compact form, winter hardiness 
and disease resistance.  Thus we have Phlox 
‘David’, bred for powdery mildew resistance 
(which has worked variably well until this rain-
soaked summer), and Hydrangea arborescens 
‘Incrediball’, bred for bigger, fluffier white flowers 
on stronger stems (which, again, were upright 
until this year’s rain dragged them to the ground). 

The native value of a cultivar is mostly the ability 
of wildlife to use the plant in a way that it would 
benefit from traits of the parent. So you won’t find 
on nursery shelves the wild native Black-Eyed 
Susan Rudbeckia fulgida, but you will find 
‘Goldsturm’, which was cultivated years ago as a 
compact, floriferous perennial that is much better 
behaved. Do bees and butterflies see any 
difference in nectar value? 
 

 
 
You may love our native Joe Pye Weed, 
Eutrochium dubium, for its late-season froth 
of mauve flowers atop 5’ stems that thrive in 
moist areas. But does choosing ‘Little Joe’, a 
more compact cultivar on sturdier stems bred 
to tolerate drought, make you a mean garden 
mommy? Butterflies still land on broad flower 
heads full of nectar, and then, cavity-nesting 
bees hollow out the woody stems to park their 
babies in cute little brood chambers.  
 
The beloved U. S. native Coneflower genus, 
Echinacea, is another story altogether. In 
1985, a cultivar named ‘Magnus’ popularized 

 

‘Incrediball’ is a beautiful cultivar of our NY native 
Hydrangea arborescens, bred for stronger stems and 
knockout mopheads. Without field trials we don’t know 
whether pollinators find any difference from the 
straight species, but we think not. 
Photo: Chris Ferrero 

Even Joe Pye Weed cultivars like ‘Little Joe’ 
provide brood chambers for cavity-nesting bees.  
Photos: Missouri Botanical Garden, Xerxes.org 
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this perennial in the home market because it made great improvements to the leggy, droopy-
petalled Echinacea purpurea species - increasing flower density, enhancing the purple color and 
flattening the petals – but without dramatically toying with its 
basic traits. It makes sense to imagine that pollinators 
approve, not in the least because denser flowers make more 
efficient foraging, and also because butterflies need a 
broader platform of petals for a more stable landing place.  
 
But since ‘Magnus’, hybridizers have gone, well, pretty crazy 
in developing flower colors and forms far, far different from 
these species that pollinators love… robbing many cultivars 
of winter hardiness in the process. We are fortunate to have 
comparisons in this genus of nativars, however. Delaware’s 
Mount Cuba Center has run Echinacea trials since 2009, led 
by Doug Tallamy and his team, to determine home garden 
performance and pollinator approval. (Click here for their 
current report.) 

 

How to Choose an Echinacea Cultivar that will win pollinator approval. 
 
The Mt. Cuba trials have demonstrated consistent traits among nativars that not only delight 
home gardeners with their ornamental value and easy maintenance, but also please pollinators 
with nectar availability and attraction. 
 
For example, many of the most drastic color changes have apparently not only reduced 
hardiness, but also compromised pollinator attraction.  An even more obvious danger is the 
transformation of the tall orange seedhead dome, in our quest for ever more interesting flower 
forms. The puffier the flower form, the less access pollinators have to nectar. Here are 
examples of winners and losers at Mt. Cuba: 
 
Mt. Cuba 
Winners: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Pica Bella’ has been a top performer 
since Mt. Cuba’s trials began, both in 
garden performance and pollinator 
approval. The daisy form, color and 
prominent orange cone are similar to 
the species. 

‘Fragrant Angel’ remains the highest-
ranking white Echinacea in the trials, 
in fact breaking records in pollinator 
visits across all tested cultivars.  It has 
large 4.5” petals and a pleasant 
fragrance. 

Echinacea purpurea ‘Magnus’ was 
the first big improvement of the 
species for home gardens, 
introduced in 1985. 
All Echinacea photos: Mt. Cuba 
Center 

https://mtcubacenter.org/trials/echinacea-mid-atlantic-region/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA-qGNBhD3ARIsAO_o7ymPVm0xeXEyoK59TZXARLqAUXWdhtGWux6tS_zWDo5F6FeFpvccmgUaAtJWEALw_wcB
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Mt. Cuba 
Losers: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than Flower Power: How Woody Trees and Shrub nativars can win with wildlife.  
 
An ongoing Mt. Cuba study involving 16 species of trees and shrubs aims to measure if cultivars 
are as productive as straight species in sustaining native insects, especially caterpillars. 
Flowering trees and shrubs are very important for their nectar, but the wood and foliage is 
perhaps more important, because they support juvenile stages of insects like butterflies and 
moths, not just the nectar-sipping adults.  
 
At Mt. Cuba, four improved traits among cultivars are being studied: Plant habit, disease 
resistance, leaf color and increased berry size. The only one of the four that has consistently 
deterred caterpillar feeding has been the development of red, purple or blue foliage from the 
green of the straight species. Tallamy says red 
leaves remove chlorophyll but are loaded with 
anthocyanins, “which just happen to be feeding 
deterrents.” 
 
A Path Forward 
 
Tallamy says the limited capacity for field trials 
can’t possibly explore hybridized traits across 
herbaceous perennials and “woodies” 
exhaustively. But these trials can help average 
gardeners pick up on some principles. He says, 
“Fortunately, there are only a few types of genetic 
changes that create a cultivar. We are looking 
for patterns that emerge from these few 
changes.” 

 
 

Physocarpus ‘Coppertina’, one of many dark-
leaf Ninebarks that are less attractive to 
breeding pollinators. 
Photo: MGV Ira Haskell 

‘Pink Double Delight’ has gorgeous blooms 
that are also sterile and don’t produce pollen, 
another occasional byproduct of coneflower 
hybridization. The fluffy topknots make nectar 
inaccessible – Do we have to invent GPS for 
bees?? 

‘Green Jewel’ has unusual color, but is also 
much less visible to pollinators. The trials also 
found the green color to be unstable through 
the season, and the cones vulnerable to mite 
damage. 
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So if you want to dedicate yourself to a home landscape of straight native species, we want to 
applaud and support your diligence. 
 
But for the average home gardeners who seek balance in their gardening activity, we want to 
encourage participating in a journey of discovery, gradually transforming our home landscapes 
into better wildlife habitat. We think that thoughtful experimentation with nativars will be an 
important part of our quest for Tallamy’s balance of 70% native plantings. 
 
Want to learn more about natives? Chris’ slide talks include “Let’s Go Native”, “Building 
a Backyard Wildlife Habitat”, “Create a Pollinator Paradise” and “Native Shrubs as 
Alternatives to Invasives”. Ask your local library to book one of these programs through 
the Dutchess County CCE Master Gardener Speakers’ Bureau, by contacting Joyce 
Tomaselli at (845) 67-8223 ext. 134 or jdt225@cornell.edu  

 
 

THE TALE OF THE TRUANT TOMATO 

By Joyce Tomaselli, CCEDC Community Horticulture Resource Educator 
   
A few months ago we wrote of the tomato plant growing in the CCEDC Master Gardener 
greenhouse. It’s used each year from February to May to grow plants for our annual Spring 
Plant Sale, cleaned up in early June then left empty because it gets too hot for most plants. But 
not this tomato. Instead of moving to a proper garden bed with fellow young vegetable seedlings 
this plant decided to stay in the greenhouse without permission and just goof off. 
 

Discovered in August, the plant was growing beautifully. 
The roots found enough water under the stones. The leaves 
stayed dry with no overhead watering, no rain and excellent 
air circulation from the exhaust fans. Garden soil is never 
used in the greenhouse so no soil-based fungi were 
present. There were no weeds to attract other pests. It was 
thriving in the hot dry temperature. The plant had a lot of 
flowers but only a handful of ripe tomatoes, probably 
because few pollinators could find their way to the plant.  
 

We initially thought the variety was Jasper, but Jasper is an F1 hybrid, which does not produce 
true from seed the next generation. The plant certainly was an indeterminate variety. The 
tomatoes we tasted were yummy.   
 
The plant was left on its own the rest of the 
summer. In mid-September when nighttime 
temperatures were approaching 50, the MGV 
cuttings team started to harvest coleus and 
geranium from our Nursery Bed to grow indoors for 
next year’s Plant Sale. Their report from the 
greenhouse was “Have you seen that Tomato 
Plant?” Unwatched and untaught it had developed 
into an unruly, amazing monster. Now we were 
intrigued how long it would actually keep growing 
into the autumn months. And we also were enjoying snacking on the few ripe tomatoes. 
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In early November, there were a few nights of light 
frost which killed most of the annuals in our 
demonstration gardens, but the greenhouse 
temperature stayed warm enough for the truant 
tomato. Finally, just before Thanksgiving the 
combination of sunny cold days caused heat to 
build up in the greenhouse, which triggered the 
exhaust fans, which then blew cold air over the 
tomato plant and caused its demise.  
 
 
 

 
Now what? We removed this plant from the greenhouse before the leaves dropped off and 
started to compost. And those few tomatoes that actually ripened? They were picked up one by 
one to ensure they don’t self-seed next year. It wasn’t a terrible task. Surprising, but not terrible.  

 
The moral of the story is that this truant tomato should have been moved out to a proper garden 
bed when it was young and more well behaved.    
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST 
UF IFAS Growing Sweet Corn 
Iowa State Can Sweet Corn Be Planted Near Popcorn?  
Why Are Barns Painted Red? 
Thought extinct, Wild Honeybees Found in UK 
Do Flies Really Throw Up On Your Food When They Land On It?  
NYS IPM Map of SLF Confirmed Locations 
New York State Asks Residents to Help Combat Spotted Lanternfly 
What do Spotted Lanternfly Look Like? 
Spotted Lanternfly Lookalikes 
Pandemic Vegetable Gardening Series by Cornell Horticulture Chair, Steve Reiners. 
 
 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
Tuesday, December 7, 7:00 pm, Pawling Free Library online, “Power of Purple” by CCEDC 
Master Gardener Volunteer Chris Ferrero. For more information visit pawlingfreelibrary.org  

NYS IPM FIRST FRIDAY EVENTS  
Colleagues at New York State Integrated Pest Management have created a series of 30 minute 
talks on various pests and using Integrated Pest Management to avoid problems they may 
cause. The talks are offered the first Friday of each month at noon. The topics are timely and 
interesting such as dealing with mice in your home, and dealing with stink bugs which can be a 
challenge as cooler weather arrives. Click here for the list of topics, past recordings, and 
registration. 
    

MONTHLY ID QUIZ 

  
What happened to this crop of ‘Bodacious’ 
sweet corn? Corn is pollinated by wind. A 
pollen grain falls on a sticky strand of silk and 
a corn kernel is born. The gardener also grew 
“Blue Dent” corn this year, a decorative 
variety. The result was some kernels on the 
Bodacious which were blue and tough. Since 
pollen is very light is does not travel far. A 
distance of 200-300 feet between varieties is 
recommended (but depends on wind speed).  
Photo Courtesy of Leah C. 

There are three things “wrong” with this 
plant. Do you know what they are?  
 
 

 

https://gardeningsolutions.ifas.ufl.edu/plants/edibles/vegetables/corn.html
https://hortnews.extension.iastate.edu/faq/can-sweet-corn-be-planted-near-popcorn-garden
https://www.morningagclips.com/why-are-barns-painted-red/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/nov/07/no-one-knew-they-existed-wild-heirs-of-lost-british-honeybee-found-at-blenheim
https://www.morningagclips.com/do-flies-really-throw-up-on-your-food-when-they-land-on-it/
https://nysipm.cornell.edu/environment/invasive-species-exotic-pests/spotted-lanternfly/
https://agriculture.ny.gov/news/state-department-agriculture-asking-residents-help-combat-spotted-lanternfly
https://blogs.cornell.edu/nysipm/2021/09/03/what-do-spotted-lanternfly-look-like/
https://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/lands_forests_pdf/slfposter2.pdf
https://cals.cornell.edu/school-integrative-plant-science/school-sections/horticulture-section/outreach-and-extension/pandemic-vegetable-gardening
https://www.pawlingfreelibrary.org/
https://nysipm.cornell.edu/whats-bugging-you/first-friday-events/
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LOWER HUDSON PRISM ECO QUEST 
The Lower Hudson PRISM EcoQuest is a scavenger hunt-style challenge to find and document 
an invasive plant or animal (and their native counterpart!). It asks volunteers to take and share 
photos via iNaturalist, an easy-to-use mobile app that instantly connects you to thousands of 
other citizen scientists. Each month a new challenge is announced. To learn more and 
participate go to https://www.lhprism.org/invasives-strike-force-ecoquest-challenges. There are 
many other good resources on the website including iNaturalist and Seek tutorials.  
 
 
 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Due to COVID-19 our office is not open to the public. We not accepting soil or diagnostic 
samples to be brought to the office without prearrangements. Please email Francheska Kuilan  
at fk232@cornell.edu for forms and instructions.  
 
 

Need Soil pH Testing? Need Lawn or Plant Diagnosis? 
Have any gardening questions? 

 
The Horticulture Hotline, is closed for the season. Diagnostics questions can be left for Joyce 
Tomaselli at 845-677-8223 ext. 134. Written questions can be submitted to our website at 
www.CCEDutchess.org/gardening. Click on Contact Us and select the topic of Gardening. 
Questions can also be emailed to jdt225@cornell.edu. If a photograph is included, please 
ensure it is focused and as close up as possible.    
HELP SPREAD THE DIRT! Please forward a copy to anyone you think might be interested. To 
be added or removed from our e-mail list, or submit upcoming gardening events, contact Joyce 
Tomaselli at jdt225@cornell.edu, www.ccedutchess.org  
 

 

 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
 
 

 
 

Websites mentioned in Dutchess Dirt are provided as a courtesy to our readers. Mention of these websites does not imply 
endorsement by Cornell University, Cornell Cooperative Extension or by the author.  
 

 

  

Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and 
Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities. 

The programs provided by this agency are partially funded by monies received from the County of Dutchess. 
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